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a b s t r a c t

Nanoholes on the basal plane of graphene can provide abundant mass transport channels and chemically
active sites for enhancing the electrochemical performance. However, current thermal chemical etching
processes to manufacture these nanoholes commonly suffer from insufficient process efficiency, scal-
ability and controllability, due to the conventional bulk heating strategy lacks capability to promote the
etching reactions. To address this issue, a novel process is developed using microwave irradiation to
promote and control the chemical etching of graphene. In this process, the microwave can induce a
selective heating of graphene in the liquid solution and then facilitate the etching reactions occurring on
the graphene-etchant interface. Applying this strategy, a remarkable reduction of processing time from
hour-scale to minute-scale compared to the conventional approaches have been achieved with the
control of the population and area percentage of nanoholes on the graphene basal plane. Density
functional theory and molecular dynamics simulations revealed that the formation of nanoholes origi-
nated from the cyclic etchant oxidation process occurring at the edge-sites atoms around pretreated
vacancies on graphene basal plane. The obtained holey graphene oxide sheets exhibit excellent capac-
itive performance and electrochemical catalytic activity due to the improvements in the accessible
surface area, ion diffusion, and heterogeneous charge transfer.

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As one of the most important two dimensional (2D) materials,
graphene has attracted enormous attention for being utilized as the
active component or conductive additive in electrochemical elec-
trodes of batteries, supercapacitors, catalysts, and sensors, due to
its superior electrochemical activity, high electrical conductivity,
and large specific surface area [1e3]. Nevertheless, an inevitable
limitation of graphene-based electrodes on mass transport is that
ions or molecules cannot directly travel across the basal plane of a
graphene sheet. Hence, themass traveling paths in graphene sheets
are tortuous and lengthened [4,5]. This reduces the accessible
surface area for absorbing substances, such as electrolytes or
.edu (Q. Nian).
reactants, leading to the sluggish diffusion kinetics and hindering
the performance improvement brought by graphene [5,6]. This
issue can be even worse if the graphene sheets are densely
assembled with high mass loadings (e.g., >10 mg cm�2), or start
self-wrapping and re-stacking [6,7]. A potential solution to this
issue has been proposed of creating nanoholes on the basal planes
of graphene sheets. These nanoholes serve as the mass transport
channels that allow ions or molecules to directly transport so that
the electrolyte accessible surface area of graphene sheets are
restored [4,5]. Moreover, the hole-making process would introduce
extended edge sites to the graphene basal plane around where the
nanoholes are created. These edge-site carbon atoms are more
chemically active than the in-plane ones [8,9] and therefore can
improve the electrochemical activity of graphene electrodes,
making holey graphene very attractive in various electrochemical
applications [10e17]. For instance, Xu et al. reported a holey gra-
phene electrode with an ultrahigh gravimetric capacitance of
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310 F g�1, about 1.5 times higher than that of the pristine graphene
[5]. Sun et al. found that by incorporating holey graphene with
transition metal oxides, the nanocomposite can realize the
outstanding rate capability and specific capacity with a mass
loading high enough for practical applications [10].

Despite the highly promising electrochemical characteristics of
holey graphene, the manufacture of this material is challenging due
to the structural inertness of graphene lattice and the high covalent
bond strength among the sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. For these
reasons, holey graphene is generally fabricated from graphene
oxide (GO) that has weaker sp3 bonds in the lattice [18], which can
be chemically etched to form through-the-thickness nanoholes.
Various fabrication methods have been reported, including steam
etching [19], refluxing or sonicating with nitric acid [12,20],
chemical activation [21], catalytic oxidation [22,23], photocatalytic
oxidation [24], etc. However, these methods designed for specific
applications often suffer from issues such as chemical contamina-
tion or deterioration to the graphene structure. To tackle this
challenge, Duan et al. recently developed an approach to fabricating
holey graphene by heating GO solution with hydrogen peroxide
etchant followed by reduction process, through which they ob-
tained products with both high specific surface area (1560 m2 g�1)
[5] and electrical conductivity (2030 S m�1) [25]. This simple and
green method has been prevalent for holey graphene fabrication
since then [15e17,26e28]. However, it is still time- and energy-
consuming, since a constant bulk heating for several hours at
around 100 �C is required to obtain products, and a considerable
amount of energy can be dissipated to the ambient environment.
The low process efficiency is attributed to the fact that bulk heating
process lacks the capability to promote graphene-etchant reactions
in their interface. Besides, the long-period treatment under the
boiling temperature can lead to the decomposition of hydrogen
peroxide molecules before they react with GO sheets.

Alternative methods for holey graphene fabrication have been
proposed, such as heating and oxidizing in air [13,14,29e31] or
direct exfoliation from graphite [32,33]. Despite their potential in
fabrication scalability, these solid-phase methods have an inherent
issue on dispersing graphene materials and etchants to ensure the
homogeneity of chemical reactions. The inhomogeneous reactions
consequently lead to the non-uniform formation of nanoholes and
bring difficulty in quality control. On the contrary, the liquid-phase
methods mentioned above are not only favorable to obtain holey
graphene with more uniform properties but also superior in pro-
cess continuity. This is because that the fabrication of GO, which is
the starting material for holey graphene fabrication (except for the
direct exfoliation method [32,33]), is dominated by the liquid-
phase route that has been offering low-cost graphene products
for a broad range of applications during over a decade’s growth of
the graphene industry [34]. In this respect, a fast, scalable,
controllable, cost-effective, and solution-based fabrication method
of holey graphene is still highly desirable. In addition, the mecha-
nism of nanoholes nucleation and growth also deserves a system-
atical study for controlling the population and size of the holes on
the graphene basal plane.

Herein, this paper reports a novel method for holey graphene
fabrication via microwave-assisted chemical etching (MACE) of the
GO solution. This process couples vigorous chemical attack with
rapid electromagnetic wave irradiation to reduce the processing
time from hour-scale to minute-scale. The mechanism of MACE
process is revealed through a comparison study emphasizing on the
in situ heat generation and selective heating of GO sheets in the
solution under microwave irradiation. Moreover, a simple two-step
strategy is developed to effectively control the population and area
percentage of the nanoholes on the holey graphene sheets. The
microstructural evolutions during each step of fabrication,
including the changes in the atomic ratio, defect density, and the
number of functional groups, are analyzed by various character-
ization techniques to help understanding the formation and growth
mechanisms of nanoholes on GO sheets. Multiscale simulations are
employed to unveil the thermal chemical mechanism during the
fabrication of holey graphene. The capacitive performance and
electrochemical catalytic activity of the holey graphene sheets are
evaluated. By adjusting the microstructure of nanoholes via the
two-step strategy, we further demonstrate the versatile potentials
of this material with tunable electrochemical properties.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Fabrication of holey graphene

The 3 mg mL�1 GO aqueous solution (3 mL) was added into a
glass tube sealed by a PTFE cap and pretreated by irradiating in a
microwave reactor (Anton Paar Monowave 400, 2.45 GHz) at a
constant power of 50 W for 90e360 s with magnetic stirring at a
speed of 600 rpm. The GO aqueous solution was first prepared
using graphite flakes (50þ mesh, Sigma-Aldrich) by the improved
Hummer’s method [35]. The setup of the microwave reactor is
illustrated in Fig. S1. Briefly, an infrared thermometer recorded the
temperature profile per second, and a pressure sensor collected the
variation of pressure inside the reaction tube. Compressed air flow
was used to cool down the solution to room temperature after
microwave irradiation. Then, the pretreated GO solution and
hydrogen peroxide were mixed in a reaction tube with a volume
ratio of 5:2. The mixture was irradiated in the microwave reactor at
a constant power of 50 W for 45e180 s. After cooling, the solution
was centrifuged at 12 k rpm for 15 min to remove residual
hydrogen peroxide. The precipitate was then re-dispersed in
deionized water to form the holey GO (hGO) aqueous solution. The
hGO aqueous solution was irradiated in the microwave reactor to
220 �C and held for 90 s to obtain the reduced holey GO (rhGO)
aqueous solution.

2.2. Calculation methods

We used the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package for all the
density functional theory (DFT) calculations [36]. The plane waves
used in the calculations had an energy cutoff of 500 eV. We also
used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof functional [37] and the corre-
sponding version of standard potential data sets generated by the
projector augmented-wave method [38,39]. All the supercells have
a vacuum spacing of 18.0 Å and a single k point (G) was used for the
k-point sampling. The atomic coordinates were fully optimized
until the forces were converged to 0.01 eV/Å. In the molecular
dynamics (MD) calculations, the reactive force-field (ReaxFF) is
utilized to describe the bond association/disassociation process
during the thermal annealing of GO. Structure optimization with
ReaxFF was performed at room temperature. A Berendsen ther-
mostat with a damping parameter of 100 time-steps was used to
control the system temperature. The time step is 0.05 fs. Molecular
by-products released from the GO sheet were removed periodically
every 10 fs to mimic the experimental reduction environment
against vacuum.

2.3. Microstructure characterization

The morphologies of graphene sheets were characterized on an
aberration-corrected transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI
Titan 300/80) using the electron beamwith an acceleration voltage
of 300 kV. The atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed on a
Bruker Multimode 8 system using the contact mode. Chemical
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compositions of graphene samples were analyzed using the X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, VG Escalab 220i-XL) with a
monochromatic Al K-alpha source. Raman spectra were collected
using a 532-nm laser. Each spectrum was scanned 10 times with
durations of 1 s per scan. The spectrum center and filter grating
were 2050 cm�1 and 600 g mm�1, respectively.

2.4. Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical measurements were carried out on a CH
Instruments 660 E workstation at ambient condition using a three-
electrode setup that included a 0.5 mm Pt wire as the counter
electrode, a Ag/AgCl reference electrode in 1 M KCl (þ0.235 V vs.
standard hydrogen electrode), and a glassy carbon working elec-
trode (GCE). The working electrode was prepared by drop-casting
10 mg active material on a freshly polished GCE (polished with
0.05 mm alumina powder and rinsed by deionized water). Electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed at the
open-circuit voltage from 1 MHz to 1 Hz at a bias voltage of 5 mV.
The calculation methods of the specific capacitance obtained from
cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge/discharge (GCD)
curves are detailed in Supplementary data.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Holey graphene fabrication

The schematic diagram of the two-step MACE method for holey
graphene fabrication is illustrated in Fig. 1a. The bare GO aqueous
solution is first pretreated under microwave irradiation for
90e360 s using amicrowave reactor without any etchant, aiming to
mildly reduce GO before etching. In the reduction of GO, when the
oxygen-containing functional groups are removed from the gra-
phene lattice, the surrounding carbon atoms can be taken away at
the same time forming CO or CO2 and leaving behind vacancies on
the lattice [40]. Thus, the first-step processing can create single-
and few-atom vacancy defects on GO sheets. Then, in the second
step, the defected GO (dGO) solution is mixed with hydrogen
peroxide and irradiated again in the microwave reactor for
45e180 s. Assisted by the microwave irradiation, the hydrogen
peroxide molecules react with GO and remove carbon atoms from
the lattice, especially the carbon atoms around vacancy defects
since they are more chemically active [9,41,42]. The atom removal
leads to the formation of nanoholes on the graphene basal plane.
The ultra-high process efficiency is ascribed to the unique selective
heating by microwave irradiation on the GO-etchant interface,
which will be explained in the following sections. Eventually, a
certain amount of hGO solution is obtained depending on the
volume of the microwave reactor.

The morphology evolution of the pristine GO, dGO, and hGO
sheets at different stages of fabrication were characterized by TEM.
The pristine GO sheet (Fig. 1b) does not show any recognizable
holey region on the basal plane, and the color of its aqueous solu-
tion is light brown (the inset in Fig. 1b). Within an area of the same
size on the dGO sheet (Fig. 1c), two nanoholes with diameters of
about 0.5 and 3.0 nm (the insets in Fig. 1c) are found, and the color
of the dGO solution turns darker (the inset in Fig. 1c) due to the
reduction of GO by the microwave pretreatment [43,44]. The yel-
low regions in the insets of Fig. 1c show that the functional groups
are depleted in the areas around the nanoholes, while other areas
on the dGO sheet are still covered by functional groups. This clearly
suggests that the formation of the nanoholes on the dGO sheets are
strongly related to the removal of functional groups. However, the
sole reduction process (i.e., the removal of functional groups)
cannot bring the formation of abundant nanoholes, and an etching
reagent such as hydrogen peroxide is necessary. With the coupling
effect of microwave irradiation and chemical etching, the nano-
holes with a high density and diameters up to about 25 nm are
observed on the basal plane of the hGO sheet (Fig. 1d). According to
the AFM images (Fig. S2), no obvious change is identified from GO
to hGO in both thickness (about 1 nm) and size (mm-scale),
implying that both the microwave exposure and etchant concen-
tration are in the appropriate ranges to avoid disintegrating the GO
sheets into small pieces.

The XPS spectra of the pristine GO, dGO, and hGO sheets (Fig.1e)
show that they are mainly composed of C, O, S, and N atoms. By
calculating the C/O or C/(O þ N þ S) atomic ratio from the XPS
spectra, we can analyze the constituent change during each fabri-
cation step. As indicated by the higher C/O ratio of dGO relative to
GO (Fig. 1f), the microwave irradiation during the pretreatment
causes a partial removal of the oxygen-containing functional
groups from GO sheets. If the sulfur- and nitrogen-containing
groups are considered, the pretreatment still brings an increase in
terms of C/(O þ N þ S) from 2.05 to 2.23. After the MACE, the hGO
sheets show a negligible increase of the C/O ratio from 2.40 to 2.41,
suggesting that the losses of carbon and oxygen atoms were
balanced during this step. The oxygen supply of hydrogen peroxide
led to the formation of new oxygen-containing groups on GO
sheets, equalizing the removal of oxygen-containing groups caused
by the microwave irradiation. This is an obvious distinction be-
tween the MACE and conventional chemical-etching methods,
which generally show a lower C/O ratio after etching [5,10,17,27].
The increase of the C/(O þ N þ S) ratio from 2.23 to 2.33 after the
MACE indicates that the removal of sulfur- and nitrogen-containing
groups on GO sheets are significant in this step.

Raman spectroscopy was employed to characterize the disorder
level of GO sheets, i.e., the distortion of sp2 graphitic rings on the
graphene lattice affected by both defects and functional groups
[45]. Research has reported that the disorder level of GO growswith
the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the G band, one of the
characteristic peaks in the Raman spectra of graphitic structures
[46,47]. The FWHM(G) of GO (Fig. 1g) decreases from 66 to 63 cm�1

after the pretreatment and increases to 73 cm�1 after the MACE,
suggesting that the graphitic arrangements of the graphene lattice
are first restored by the pretreatment and then distorted by the
MACE. Although the pretreatment creates the vacancy defects that
distort the graphene lattice, the disorder level of dGO is affected
more by the removal of functional groups during the pretreatment.
The MACE, on the other hand, significantly promotes the disorder
level by forming the nanoholes that cause large lattice distortion on
hGO sheets. In addition, the intensity ratio of the D to G band (ID/IG)
is another commonly used indicator of the disorder level on GO
sheets. Cançado et al. report that with the increase of FWHM(G),
the ID/IG ratio of the single-layer graphene first grows within a low-
disorder range and then reduces when entering the high-disorder
range [48]. In this study, the correlations between FWHM(G) and
ID/IG (Fig. S3a) of all the GO, dGO, and hGO samples exhibit the
similar trends. The values of FWHM(G) and ID/IG become lower
from GO to dGO, while the hGO samples show mostly higher
FWHM(G) and lower ID/IG than GO. It confirms that the dGO sam-
ples are in the low-disorder range where ID/IG increases with the
disorder level, while the hGO samples are in the high-disorder
range where ID/IG reduces with the disorder level. Also, it is found
that FWHM(D) is a similar indicator as ID/IG to determine the dis-
order level of GO (Figs. S3b and S3c).

3.2. Controllable formation and growth of nanoholes

Differed from most solution-based methods of holey graphene
fabrication [15e17,26e28], the two-step approach in this study can



Fig. 1. Holey graphene fabrication via MACE with a two-step strategy. (a) Schematic of the fabrication process; TEM images of (b) pristine graphene oxide (GO), (c) defected
graphene oxide (dGO), and (d) holey graphene oxide (hGO); (e) XPS spectra; (f) C/O and C/(O þ N þ S) atomic ratios obtained from XPS spectra; (g) full width at half-maximum of
the G band (FWHM(G)) and intensity ratios of the D to G band (ID/IG) obtained from Raman spectra. Insets in the bottom-left corners of bed are the digital images of the aqueous
solutions. Insets in c magnify the locations of nanoholes and highlight the holes (red) and functional-group-depleted regions (yellow). Scale bars in b,c, 5 nm; in d, 20 nm. (A colour
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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control the formation and growth of nanoholes by tuning the
processing durations of the pretreatment and MACE. It enables
microstructural engineering of holey graphene to meet re-
quirements of various applications. To understand the effect of
pretreatment on the size and population of nanoholes, a group of
dGO samples were prepared with pretreatment duration of 90
(denoted as dGO-PS), 180 (denoted as dGO-PM), and 360 s (denoted
as dGO-PL), respectively. After the MACE with the same condition
(at 50 W for 90 s), the samples were denoted as hGO-PS, -PM, and
-PL, respectively. Fig. 2aec presents the TEM images of the hGO
sheets. The statistics data of the nanoholes in these TEM images,
including the total area percentage, population, range of diameter,
median diameter, and average diameter, are collected (see values in
Table S1) and compared in the radar chart (Fig. 2d).

With the shortest pretreatment, the TEM image of hGO-PS
(Fig. 2a) displays a few sparsely scattered nanoholes with the
range of diameter widely spread from 7 to 22 nm (Fig. S4a). The
nanoholes of hGO-PS exhibit the lowest population (45 mm�2) and
area percentage (0.6%) because the 90-s pretreatment only creates
a limited number of vacancy defects as the formation sites of
nanoholes. The low defect density on the dGO-PS sheets is related
to the low reduction level of dGO-PS indicated by the Raman
(Fig. S3a) and XPS results (Fig. S5a) of dGO-PS: the C/O and C/
(O þ N þ S) ratios of dGO-PS are the lowest among all the dGO-P
samples; the decrease in ID/IG from GO (1.49) to dGO-PS (1.33) is
also the smallest. As a result, the formation of nanoholes on the
hGO-PS sheets is not prominent after the MACE. This can be also
confirmed by the negligible increase in FWHM(G) from 64 to
66 cm�1 (Fig. 2e). Nevertheless, the nanoholes of hGO-PS have the
largest average and median diameters (13.4 and 11 nm). During the
MACE, the limited population of defect regions on the dGO-PS
sheets causes the constant etching of a few preferential locations
on the lattice where more carbon atoms are removed compared to
the other samples.

With longer pretreatment, the nanohole population of hGO-PM
drastically grows to 1687 mm�2, bringing the high area percentage
(2.1%) that generates the highest disorder level among all the
samples (indicated by the largest FWHM(G) of 73 cm�1, Fig. 2e). The
nanoholes of hGO-PM exhibit the smallest values in the range of
diameter (2.5e13.0 nm), average and median diameters (4.0 and
3.5 nm). As indicated by the lower FWHM(G) of dGO-PM relative to
dGO-PS (Fig. 2e), the longer pretreatment causes a higher reduction
level of dGO-PM, meaning the formation of more vacancy defects
on the dGO-PM sheets. During the MACE, the dGO-PM sheets can
provide many chemically active sites for the etching reaction,
resulting in a uniform formation of abundant nanoholes on the
hGO-PM sheets.

As the pretreatment duration increases to 360 s, the total area
percentage of nanoholes of hGO-PL surges significantly to 6.0%with
a large average diameter of 7.2 nm. As indicated by the largest C/O



Fig. 2. Holey graphene oxide (hGO) sheets prepared with different pretreatment duration. TEM images of hGO pretreated for (a) 90, (b) 180, and (c) 360 s; (d) radar chart comparing
the total area percentage, population, range of diameter, median diameter, and average diameter of the nanoholes in aec; (e) FWHM(G) obtained from the Raman spectra vs.
pretreatment durations of defected graphene oxide (dGO) and hGO; (f) schematic showing the effect of pretreatment on the microstructure of hGO. Scale bars in aec, 100 nm. (A
colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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and C/(OþNþ S) ratios (Fig. S5a) among all the dGO-P samples, the
highest reduction level of dGO-PL leads to large numbers of defects
created during the pretreatment, promoting the nanohole forma-
tion on the hGO-PL sheets. Many nanoholes joined each other
during the MACE, forming much larger nanoholes with the di-
ameters up to 53 nm (Fig. 2c). The joining of nanoholes leads to a
slight drop in population and a broader range of diameter on hGO-
PL relative to hGO-PM. However, the diameters of most nanoholes
are still smaller than 5 nm (Fig. S4c). In fact, if we assume the
average diameter of nanoholes is constant under a same processing
condition during theMACE, a theoretical nanohole population (that
has eliminated the effect of joining) of hGO-PL can be estimated
using the average diameter of nanoholes of hGO-PM (4.0 nm) and
the area percentage of hGO-PL (6.0%). The calculated value is
4775 mm�2, much larger compared to hGO-PM (1687 mm�2). It leads
us to further consider the possibility of limiting the joining of
nanoholes by varying the duration of MACE.

Fig. 2f illustrates the effect of pretreatment duration on the
microstructure of nanoholes. With longer pretreatment, more
functional groups can be removed from GO sheets, and a higher
density of vacancy defects can be generated. During the MACE,
these vacancy defects are constantly enlarged into nanoholes.
Therefore, more nanoholes can be obtained on the hGO sheet with
longer pretreatment. However, if the pretreatment is too long, the
crowded nanoholes would join each other during the MACE,
leading to the decrease of population. To effective tune the popu-
lation of nanoholes, the MACE duration should be adjusted
accordingly to control the growth of nanoholes.

To study the effect of MACE, another group of hGO sheets were
prepared on the growth of nanoholes. The GO solutions were first
pretreated under microwave for 180 s (the same as dGO-PM) to
obtain a decent defect density on dGO as demonstrated above.
Then, the dGO samples were etched for 45 s (denoted as hGO-ES),
90 s (denoted as hGO-EM), and 180 s (denoted as hGO-EM),
respectively. TEM images of the hGO-E samples are shown in
Fig. 3aec, and the statistics data of the nanoholes are collected
(Fig. S6) compared in the radar chart (Fig. 3d).

After the MACE of 45 s, small nanoholes (5.6 nm) are observed
on hGO-ES with a relatively low population (454 mm�2), while the
range of diameter is narrow (3.5e18 nm). The emerging of nano-
holes from vacancy defects is more obvious than the size growth of
nanoholes. This is because that the short duration of MACE limits
the etching of GO sheets. Both the C/O ratio (Fig. S5b) and
FWHM(G) (Fig. 3e) show no obvious change caused by the short
duration of MACE.

The longer MACE brings a drastic growth in the population of
nanoholes to 1050 mm�2. Compared to hGO-ES, hGO-EM shows a
larger total area percentage of nanoholes (3.1%) and higher disorder
level with FWHM(G) of 73 cm�1 (Fig. 3e). The range of nanohole
diameter of hGO-PM become broader (3.5e31 nm) because of the
joining and preferential growth of nanoholes during the 90-s
MACE.

The MACE of 180 s results in a major boost both in the total area
percentage (10.7%) and average diameter (10.3 nm) of nanoholes
with a high population of 1295 mm�2. The range of diameter further
broadens (3.5e65 nm). Many joined holes with diameters over
20 nm are observed on the hGO-EL sheet (Fig. 3c). The disorder
level of hGO-EL is the highest among all hGO-E samples, as indi-
cated by FWHM(G) (Fig. 3e). Both the ID/IG (Fig. S3a) and C/O ratios
(Fig. S5b) of hGO-EL abnormally increase after the MACE due to a
higher reduction of GO induced by the microwave irradiation with
long duration.

The mechanism of MACE is illustrated in Fig. 3f. In contrast to
the effect of pretreatment, which mainly changes the population of
nanoholes on hGO, the MACE process affects both the formation
and growth of nanoholes by coupling chemical etching and mi-
crowave irradiation. With a moderate defect density on the dGO
sheets, the longer duration of MACE brings a larger nanohole
population but also the joining and preferential growth of nano-
holes that increase the range of diameter and total area percentage.
Therefore, the short duration of MACE is favorable to form the
nanoholes with relatively uniform diameters, while the long
duration of MACE contributes most to the high population and total
area percentage of nanoholes. By tuning the duration of both pre-
treatment andMACE, the microstructural features of nanoholes can
be effectively controlled.



Fig. 3. Holey graphene oxide (hGO) prepared with different duration during microwave-assisted chemical etching (MACE). TEM images of hGO etched for (a) 45, (b) 90, and (c)
180 s; (d) radar chart comparing the total area percentage, population, range of diameter, median diameter, and average diameter of the nanoholes in aec; (e) FWHM(G) obtained
from the Raman spectra vs. pretreatment durations of defected graphene oxide (dGO) and hGO; (f) schematic of the effect of MACE on the microstructure of hGO. Scale bars in aec,
100 nm. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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3.3. Thermal chemical mechanism of MACE

To unveil the thermal chemical mechanism during fabrication of
holey graphene, the multiscale calculations based on the DFT and
MD methods were carried out.

As demonstrated in the previous section, the in-plane vacancy
defects formed during the microwave pretreatment of GO sheets is
the key of tuning the size and population of nanoholes on hGO
sheets, while how these defects affect the chemical etching process
between graphene and hydrogen peroxide during the MACE re-
mains unknown. To understand this process, we calculate the in-
ternal energy changes of the chemical interactions between one
hydrogen peroxide molecule and graphene (Fig. 4a), GO (Fig. 4b),
defected graphene (Fig. 4c), and dGO (Fig. 4d), respectively. We use
Fig. 4. Simulation results of the thermal chemical process during holey graphene fabrication
the reactions between one hydrogen peroxide molecule and (a) graphene, (b) GO, (c) defect
side views. GO structures (e) at the start of the MD simulation, (f) after thermal annealing, (g
annealing. The vacancy regions (or nanohole) are tagged with number 1 and 2. The arrow
annealing. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
a 6 � 6 � 1 supercell to simulate the structure of graphene, adding
to which epoxy models results in the GO structure. Each of the
defected structure is obtained by removing a carbon atom from the
center of the supercell. The calculation result shows that the
hydrogen peroxide molecule cannot react with pure graphene or
GO but can react with the defected graphene (�7.06 eV) or dGO
(�7.03 eV). The reaction with the defected graphene produces a
carbonyl, hydrogen, and hydroxyl group on the edge-sites of the
vacancy defect. For dGO, a carbonyl group emerges at the same site,
and two graphitic rings are broken due to a detached CeC bond.
The results suggest that hydrogen peroxide can oxidize the defec-
ted graphene or GO sheets by adding oxygen-containing functional
groups to the defected regions. The removal of carbon atoms that
leads to the chemical etching of graphene or GO sheets is not
based on density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD). DFT results of
ed graphene, and (d) defected GO, respectively. Results are presented in both front and
) after further oxidation and annealing, and (h) after the second round of oxidation and
s indicate the addition of functional groups in the designated region before thermal
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observed due to the zero-temperature limit in standard DFT
calculation.

To further study the interaction between hydrogenperoxide and
GO that couple both microwave-thermal and chemical effects, the
classical MD simulation is conducted. The model of a single-layer
GO sheet (Fig. 4e) is constructed using a periodical box of
3.4 � 3.2 � 6 nm containing 11 � 11 unit cells. Epoxy and hydroxyl
functional groups are randomly added on both sides of the GO
sheet, and the oxygen concentration is 12.5%. The GO sheet is first
annealed at 1000 K for 7.5 ps with a heat rate of 13 K fs�1 to mimic
the microwave-thermal pretreatment. Note that, the annealing
temperature herein is chosen according to a pre-fitted reactive
force field (see methods section), which is not comparable to
experimental temperature conditions. But, under the solely ther-
mal effect, it is observed that several vacancy defects are created on
GO (Fig. 4f) by the removal of carbon atoms and the breakage of
CeC bonds. This confirms the pretreatment can lead to the for-
mation of vacancy defects on GO by electromagnetic-wave-induced
heating. The loss of carbon atoms or the breakage of CeC bonds on
GO no longer occur after thermal annealing for a certain time (less
than 2.5 ps). Therefore, the vacancy-to-nanohole transformation
cannot be achieved by a solely thermal annealing. Per the results
from the DFT calculations, additional hydroxyl and epoxy groups
could be formed due to the oxidation effect of hydrogen peroxide
and thus can be added to the edge-sites carbon atoms around the
vacancy region (tagged with No. ① in Fig. 4f). For side by side
comparison, another vacancy region (tagged with No. ② in Fig. 4f)
is not added with any functional groups. Then, the model is
annealed again under the same temperature for the same duration.
The result (Fig. 4g) shows that the vacancy No.① on GO is enlarged
and transformed to a nanohole due to the loss of more carbon
atoms and the breakage of more bonds until the functional groups
are removed significantly. It suggests that the continuous growth of
nanoholes on GO is caused by the coupling effect of both the
electromagnetic-wave-induced heating and the oxidation by
hydrogen peroxide. To confirm this idea, the addition of functional
groups onto the edge-sites carbon atoms and the following
annealing, are repeated for more cycles. As shown in Fig. 4h, the
size of the nanohole No.① grows further, while the No. ② vacancy
remains the same size after the same treatment of thermal
annealing but without any etchant oxidation or functional groups
addition. These results of MD calculations clearly demonstrate that
the formation of nanoholes originated from the cyclic etchant
oxidation process occurring at the edge-sites atoms around pre-
treated vacancies on graphene basal plane. This agrees well with
the experimental observation above, that the density and size of
nanoholes can be effectively controlled by adjusting either the
density of the pretreated vacancies or the oxidation cycles, in other
words, the pretreatment duration or MACE duration.

3.4. Rapid fabrication enabled by selective heating

Besides the controllability of the nanohole features, our method
provides a promising solution to scalable manufacturing of holey
graphene by reducing the total processing time from hour-scale to
minute-scale. The rapid process is attributed to the in situ heat
generation of GO sheets under microwave irradiation. To under-
stand the heating mechanism of this method, three samples with
the same volume (3 mL), including deionized water and two dGO
aqueous solutions with concentrations of 1 and 3 mg mL�1, were
irradiated under microwave with the same power and duration
(50 W and 120 s) starting at room temperature. No etchant was
added in any of the samples to avoid the effect of etching reaction.
The final temperatures (Fig. 5a) are 140, 145, and 156 �C for the
deionized water, 1 mg mL�1, and 3 mg mL�1 dGO solutions,
respectively, and the final pressures (Fig. 5b) of the three samples
are 5.1, 5.7, and 7.7 bar, respectively. A higher dGO concentration
leads to a greater energy absorption from the electromagnetic
wave. In fact, the temperature rise of the dGO solutions should be
composed of two parts: the temperature rise of water and that of
dGO. In the 3 mg mL�1 dGO solution, the water of total 3 g brings a
temperature rise of 115 �C, as indicated by the final temperature of
deionized water, and thus the specific temperature rise per gram of
water is 46.7 �C g�1. Meanwhile, the dGO sheets of total 9 mg result
in an extra temperature rise of 16 �C, and the specific temperature
rise of dGO should be 1777.8 �C g�1, over 30 times of that of water.

The plot of the temperature increase rates (the inset in Fig. 5a)
suggests the heating can be divided into two stages: in stage I
(0e50 s), the temperature increase rates of the three samples show
no obvious difference and fluctuate at around 1.8 �C s�1; in stage II
(50e120 s), the temperature increase rates all drop to around
0.5 �C s�1, while the solution with a higher dGO concentration can
keep a faster increase. The lower heating rate in stage II mainly
results from the heat loss for the evaporation of water starting at
about 50 s. Another factor causing the lower heating rates in stage II
could be the lower dielectric heating of water under higher tem-
peratures [49]. Although the heating rates of the samples all reduce
in stage II, the differences in heating rates among the samples
become more obvious. This could be caused by the significant in-
crease of the dielectric loss of GO above 100 �C [50]. With higher
temperatures, the dielectric heating of water reduces, and that of
dGO increases, leading to the greater differentiation in heating rates
of the samples. Prior research has shown that the microwave can
cause local electron movements in the pep network on graphene
sheets [51e53], resulting in the localized Joule heating that can
generate high-temperature plasma arcs on graphene powders
within 1e2 s [54]. This microwave-induced electronic heating is
obviously different from the dielectric heating mechanism that
generally relies on the dielectric loss of non-metallic polarized
molecules. In this study, the dGO sheets can provide both the de-
fects and functional groups for polar movements and the regional
pep networks for local electron movements [55]. Both dielectric
heating and localized Joule heating could co-exist during micro-
wave irradiation and cause intense heating on the surface of the
dGO sheets. As a result, the dGO sheets in the solution can be
selectively and efficiently heated by the microwave irradiation.

The actual temperature of the dGO sheets is difficult to be
directly monitored during microwave irradiation. Nevertheless,
under the consideration of the selective heating mechanism, the
temperature of the dGO sheets in the solution during microwave
irradiation can be calculated using an analytic model (see calcula-
tion details in Supplementary data). Briefly, the temperature rise of
the solution or water is assumed to be determined by the micro-
wave heating of water and dGO with no heat loss to the environ-
ment. Therefore, the heat solely generated by dGO sheets can be
calculated. The higher temperature rise of dGO relative to water
results in a heat conduction from the dGO sheets to their sur-
rounding water molecules. Assuming the temperatures of dGO and
water are equalized in each second, the temperature difference
before equalization can be calculated using the heat generated by
dGO per second. As shown in Fig. 5c, the results show that the
temperature of the dGO sheets in the solutions is calculated to be
constantly ~100 �C higher than the recorded temperatures of the
solutions.

These results can be employed to demonstrate the mechanism
involved in the rapid fabrication of holey graphene via MACE. The
selective heating of GO sheets by microwave irradiation is the
essential advantage of the MACE method over the conventional
one. As shown in Fig. 5d, the conventional heating strongly de-
pends on heat conduction and convection within the solution. The



Fig. 5. Selective heating of defected graphene oxide (dGO) in aqueous solutions under microwave irradiation. (a) Temperature and (b) pressure profiles of deionized water and the
dGO solutions of 1 and 3 mg mL�1 processed under the same microwave irradiation; (c) estimated temperatures of the dGO sheets in the solutions; (d) schematics of conventional
heating and microwave heating of the GO aqueous solution with the addition of hydrogen peroxide. Inset in a shows the slope of temperature vs. time. (A colour version of this
figure can be viewed online.)
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heating of a GO sheet is achieved by heat conduction of its sur-
rounding molecules. The hydrogen peroxide molecules can be
decomposed before they can react with GO. In contrast, during the
MACE, the GO sheets directly interact with microwave irradiation
and quickly become the hot spots dispersed in the solution due to
in situ heat generation, providing constant energy to facilitate the
etching reaction with the surrounding hydrogen peroxide mole-
cules. This implies both the process efficiency and controllability
could be modulated by the microwave irradiation during the MACE
process.
3.5. Capacitive performance

The capacitive performance of the holey graphene fabricated via
MACE were measured in the 1 M Na2SO4 aqueous electrolyte with a
three-electrode cell. Before electrochemical measurements, the
hGO sheets were mildly reduced under microwave irradiation to
enhance the electric conductivity by restoring pep network on the
lattice [43,56]. The mildly reduced hGO was denoted as rhGO. For
comparison, the rGO electrode was also prepared by reducing GO
sheets under the same condition. Fig. 6a show the CV curves of the
rhGO and rGO electrodes obtained at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1 and a
potential window from �0.2 to 0.8 V. As indicated by the enclosed
areas of the CV curves, the specific capacitances of the rhGO elec-
trodes are all higher than that of the rGO electrode (Table 1). The
highest specific capacitance of rhGO is 111 F g�1, about 3.5 times
greater than that of rGO (32 F g�1). Note that the capacitance of rGO
here is relatively low compared to existing reports [57], owing to
the mild reduction level of GO prepared without any additional
agent. Nevertheless, this reduction level is enough to exhibit the
significant improvement in capacitive performance brought by the
nanoholes. In fact, both the double-layer capacitance and pseudo-
capacitance contribute to the capacitive behavior of rhGO and
rGO. Compared with rGO, rhGO can provide a larger accessible
surface area for double-layer absorption and more electrochemi-
cally active sites to promote the pseudo-capacitance. Among the
rhGO electrodes fabricated with different duration of pretreatment
or MACE, rhGO-PM/EM with a high population and moderate area
percentage of nanoholes shows the highest specific capacitance.
Although both rhGO-PL and -EL have the population of nanoholes
over 1000 mm�2, their specific capacitances are lower than that of
rhGO-PM/EM. The total area percentage of nanoholes on rhGO-PL
or -EL is too high to provide a large surface area for double-layer
capacitance.

Fig. 6b shows the GCD curves of the rhGO and rGO electrodes
scanned at a current density of 10 A g�1 and a potential window
from �0.2 to 0.8 V. All curves are close to the triangular shape, and
their slopes in the low-voltage range become lower due to the
enhancement of pseudo-capacitance. The specific capacitances
(Table 1) calculated from the GCD curves agree well with the CV
results. At a current density of 0.5 A g�1 (Fig. 6c), the specific
capacitance of rhGO-PM/EM is 137 F g�1, 4 times of that of rGO
(33.8 F g�1). When the current density increases to as high as
100 A g�1, the rhGO-PM/EM electrode still retains a larger per-
centage (69%) of the highest specific capacitance relative to rGO
(54%), suggesting a better rate capability of rhGO. This should result
from the faster transport kinetics of electrolyte ions to the surface
of the rhGO sheets.

The EIS measurements were employed to analyze the kinetic
process of ion diffusion and charge transfer at the electrode-



Fig. 6. Capacitive performance of reduced holey graphene oxide (rhGO) in 1 M Na2SO4. (a) CV curves at a scan rate of 50 mV s�1; (b) GCD curves at a current density of 10 A g�1; (c)
specific capacitance calculated from the GCD curves vs. current density; (d) Nyquist plot; (e) Warburg plot. Insets in d are the equivalent circuit and the magnified plot in the high-
frequency range. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Table 1
Electrochemical properties of reduced holey graphene oxide (rhGO).

Sample In sodium sulfate In potassium ferricyanide

CS,CV
a) [F g�1] CS,GCD

b) [F g�1] RCT [U] DW [ � 10�9 cm2 s�1] DEP [mV] RCT [U] DR-S [ � 10�6 cm2 s�1] DW [ � 10�6 cm2 s�1]

rGO 32 25 18 0.17 91 125 2.12 � 10�3 4.20 � 10�4

rhGO-PS 48 46 17 1.84 83 107 7.03 8.14
rhGO-PM 111 112 17 3.83 72 98 9.52 8.25
rhGO-PL 91 84 17 2.52 74 96 9.94 8.35
rhGO-ES 44 42 17 1.05 73 104 7.92 7.57
rhGO-EM 111 112 17 3.83 72 98 9.52 8.20
rhGO-EL 77 72 16 2.62 75 99 9.49 9.55

a) CS,CV is calculated from the CV curve measured at 50 mV s�1.
b) CS,GCD is calculated from the GCD curve measured at 10 A g�1.
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electrolyte interface. In the Nyquist plot (Fig. 6d), the radius of the
semicircle in the high-frequency range is proportional to the
heterogeneous-charge-transfer resistance (RCT) at the electrode/
electrolyte interface, and the slope of the curve in the low-
frequency range increase reversely with the Warburg resistance
(W) reflecting the ion diffusion process [58,59]. The curves were
fitted using the modified Randles circuit [60] (inset in Fig. 6d) that
includes a resistor for the equivalent series resistance (RS)
composed of the solution resistance, contact resistance, and
intrinsic resistance of the electrode, a constant phase element due
to the limit capacitance (CPEL), a CPE due to the double-layer
capacitance (CPEDL), a resistor for RCT, and a Warburg impedance
element (W). The RS values in the rhGO and rGO electrodes are
within a small range of 2.3e2.4 U, because the solution and contact
resistances and the reduction level of all samples are the same. The
rhGO and rGO electrodes also have similar RCT values of 16e18 U
(Table 1), while the rhGO electrodes display higher slopes in the
low-frequency range (Figs. 6d and S9), indicating a faster diffusion-
controlled process. To quantify the ion diffusion kinetics in the
rhGO and rGO electrodes, the ion diffusion coefficient can be
obtained via [15,17,58].

DW ¼
h
RT

.�
n2F2AcsW

�i2 .
2 (1)

where DW is the ion diffusion coefficient (cm2 s�1) calculated using
the Warburg coefficient sW (U s�1/2), R is the gas constant (J
K�1 mol�1), T is temperature (K), n is the number of electron
transfer (here is 1), F is the Faraday constant (C mol�1), A is the
geometric surface area of the electrode (cm2), and c is the con-
centration of Naþ ions (mol ml�1). sW can be further obtained from
Ref. [58].

Z’ ¼ðRS þRCTÞ þ sWu�1=2 (2)

where Z0 is the real part of the impedance (U) andu is the frequency
(s�1). By plotting Z0 versus u�1/2 (i.e., the Warburg plot), sW can be
calculated from the slope of the curve in the low-frequency range.
Per Equations (1) and (2), a lower slope in the Warburg plot results
in a smaller sW and higher DW. As shown in Figs. 6e and S10, all the
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rhGO electrodes have lower slopes relative to the rGO counterpart.
The calculation results (Table 1) show that all theDW values of rhGO
are an order of magnitude higher than that of rGO. Among them,
rhGO-PM/EM exhibits the highest value of 3.83 � 10�9 cm2 s�1,
about 20 times larger than that of rGO (0.17 � 10�9 cm2 s�1). It
clearly demonstrates that the nanoholes significantly facilitates the
ion diffusion kinetics by providing abundant ion transport short-
cuts through the rhGO sheets. Among the rhGO electrodes with
different duration of pretreatment and MACE, the trend of DW
agrees well with that of specific capacitance calculated from both
the CV and GCD curves. The large population and moderate area
percentage of nanoholes on rhGO are favorable to improve the
accessible surface area and ion diffusion kinetics.

3.6. Electrochemical catalytic activity

CV and EIS of the rhGO electrodes measured in the 5 mM K3
[Fe(CN)6] and 0.1 M KCl aqueous electrolyte can be used to evaluate
the electrochemical catalytic activity of rhGO in redox reactions. As
shown in Fig. 7a and b, the redox peaks near 0.2 V are observed in
all the CV curves of rhGO and rGO. During a negative scan,
[Fe(CN)6]3� ions are reduced to [Fe(CN)6]4� ions by capturing
electrons from the electrode, causing a cathodic current peak;
during a positive scan, [Fe(CN)6]4� ions are oxidized to [Fe(CN)6]3�

ions, generating an anodic current peak [61]. The rhGO electrodes
exhibit remarkably higher catalytic activity compared to the rGO
counterpart, as indicated by the 40 times higher redox peaks in the
CV curves at a scan rate of 10 mV s�1. Among the rhGO electrodes
(insets in Fig. 7a and b), the redox peak grows with the area per-
centage of nanoholes. Higher redox peaks result from both faster
redox kinetics and diffusion kinetics. Firstly, more electrochemi-
cally active sites around the nanoholes contribute to faster redox
kinetics by providing a larger electronic density of states of the
electrode material [62]. It can be confirmed by the variation of
Fig. 7. Electrochemical catalytic activity of reduced holey graphene oxide (rhGO) in 5 mM K3

plot measured at scan rates of 10e50 mV s�1; (d) Nyquist plot; (e) Warburg plot. Insets in a
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
peak-to-peak separation (DEP) in the CV curves of different rhGO
electrodes (Table 1). The rhGO electrodes with a higher area per-
centage of nanoholes tend to have smaller DEP, meaning that a
lower driving potential is required to trigger the redox reactions.
Thus, the high area percentage of nanoholes are beneficial to the
faster heterogeneous electron transfer. Secondly, the nanoholes on
rhGO provide abundant shortcuts for ion transportation, leading to
faster diffusion kinetics. When ions participate in redox reactions, a
diffusion layer gradually forms, where redox reactants are depleted,
and further redox reactions are controlled by the ion diffusion rate
[61]. In rhGO, ions transport via nanoholes and thus can deliver
charges on the rhGO sheets located deeper from the electrode
surface, causing a part of the diffusion layer overlapped by the
depth of the rhGO electrode. Therefore, compared to the rGO
counterpart, the diffusion layer above the surface of the rhGO
electrode should be thinner, which facilitates the ion diffusion. The
ion diffusion coefficient can be given by the Randles-Sevcik equa-
tion [9,58,59,61].

ip ¼0:4463 n
3
2F

3
2AcðvDR�S=RTÞ1=2 (3)

where ip is the peak current (A), n is the number of electron transfer
(here is 1), c is the concentration of [Fe(CN)6]3� ions (mol ml�1), v is
the scan rate (V s�1), and DR-S represents the diffusion coefficient
(cm2 s�1) of [Fe(CN)6]3� ions calculated from the Randles-Sevcik
equation. By plotting iP versus v1/2 (i.e., the Randles-Sevcik plot),
the ion diffusion coefficient can be calculated from Equation (3)
using the slope of the curve. As shown in Figs. 7c and S12, good
linear correlations between iP and v1/2 are observed in all samples.
The calculation results (Table 1) based on Equation (3) show that
the ion diffusion coefficients in rhGO are at least three orders of
magnitude higher than that in rGO (2.12� 10�9 cm2 s�1). The rhGO-
PL electrode has the highest ion diffusion coefficients of
9.94 � 10�6 cm2 s�1. The ion diffusion rate increases with the area
[Fe(CN)6] and 0.1 M KCl: (a,b) CV curves at a scan rate of 10 mV s�1; (c) Randles-Sevcik
,b respectively magnify the positive redox peaks indicated by the dash lines. (A colour
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percentage of nanoholes on rhGO, except for rhGO-EL that shows a
slight drop compared with rhGO-EM.

The EIS Nyquist plot shown in Fig. 7d further demonstrates the
distinct redox kinetics and diffusion kinetics between rhGO and
rGO, as indicated by different behaviors in both high- and low-
frequency ranges. As shown in Table 1, the values of RCT in rhGO
are all at least 20 U smaller than that in rGO, confirming the faster
heterogeneous electron transfer on rhGO relative to rGO. Among
the rhGO electrodes, the heterogeneous electron transfer becomes
faster with increasing area percentage of nanoholes, and the only
exception is rhGO-EL that shows a slight drop. This is consistent
with the trend of DR-S. In addition, the diffusion kinetics can be
quantified with the EIS data using the Warburg plot. As shown in
Fig. 7e, rhGO-PL shows a much lower slope in the Warburg plot
compared to rGO, suggesting a smaller Warburg coefficient. The
calculation results (Table 1) of ion diffusion coefficients based on
Equations (1) and (2) agree well with those obtained based on
Equation (3). These results confirm again that the high area per-
centage of nanoholes can improve the catalytic activity by
providing more electrochemically active sites.

4. Conclusion

The fabrication of holey graphene with excellent capacitive
performance and electrochemical catalytic activity was achieved
within a fewminutes via theMACEmethod, which wasmuch faster
than conventional hour-scale approaches. Moreover, the popula-
tion, average diameter, area percentage of nanoholes on holey
graphene sheets were effectively controlled by a two-step strategy
combining pretreatment and MACE to further promote the elec-
trochemical properties. This microwave-assisted method was fast,
controllable, totally solution-based, and thus favorable to be
employed in large-scale manufacturing for various applications.

The structural characterizations provided insights into the
nucleation and growth of nanoholes during each step of fabrication.
The pretreatment caused a partial reduction of GO sheets with an
increased defect density. DFT and MD simulations confirmed that
the vacancy defects can grow into nanoholes in MACE process due
to the coupling effect of microwave irradiation and hydrogen
peroxide oxidation. We also elucidated the mechanism of the rapid
fabrication process. During the MACE, the microwave-induced se-
lective heating of GO sheets by both localized Joule heating and
dielectric heating, which facilitated the effective etching of GO
sheets and limited the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide during
processing. In electrochemical measurements, the nanoholes on
holey graphene significantly improved the accessible surface area
of the electrode, heterogeneous electron transfer, and ion diffusion
kinetics, demonstrating the great application potential of the
microwave-fabricated holey graphene in the fields of energy stor-
age and electrochemical catalysis.
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